
The first edition of Cinema and Short film 
Festival about Science, Science fiction, Fantasy 
and Astronomy has started. 
 

In cooperation with “VENETO OGGI & TELESTENSE s.r.l.”, the 

MUSEF of Gaiba publishes the first edition of Cinema and Short film 

Festival. This contest will recur every year.  

 

This first edition is based on “the best short film about Science, Science 

fiction, Fantasy and Astronomy”, with a special prix as regards to the best film, in relevance to the 

Italian region, the Veneto. 

 

DEVELOPMENT  

 

1 - Short films, 30 minutes last, should be inspired of the four previous themes. These films have to 

narrate stories in relation to the four themes. In accordance with this point, they should follow one 

of the two following categories:  

 

 Fictional films 

 Scientific films 

 

2 - Short films and documentaries made from every part of the world are well accepted. 

 

3 - Advertisement or promotional messages are considered out of competition, in addition to those 

films that don‟t support just one of the four themes.  

 

4 - Digital works or films written on digital support can be accepted.   

 

5 - The Direction of the contest reserves the right to assign prices to the winners, in relation to those 

reasons that the Examination Commission takes into consideration. 

 

6 - Works on DVD must contain the following forms:  

o the module of participation, downloadable from the Comune di Gaiba‟s website or available 

in leaflets where it‟s possible to find the participation Festival demand; 

o authors‟ CURRICULUM VITÆ; 

o the certification which reports that the film does not contain protected music. In that case, 

films will be considered out of the contest; 

o technical film‟s module; 

o photos from the film; 

o the permission, released by Gaiba‟s town hall secretary or downloadable from Comune di 

Gaiba‟s website. 

 

7 - The film should be sent via post, with a registered letter A/R, or via courier to COMUNE DI 

GAIBA – CONCORSO MUSEF – via Provinciale 38, 45030 Gaiba (RO). The deadline is 29
th

 

February 2012, at 1.00 p.m. (postmark required). 

 

8 - Every single work should go to a selection. Only twelve short films, fictions and documentaries, 

will participate at the final match. Than, they will be shared out during the entire manifestation and 

showed to the public.  

 

9 - Works without requirements in articles 1, 3 and 6, won‟t be taken into consideration. 



 

10 - Every equipment will enter in the MUSEF‟s cultural legacy, inside a multimedia archive. 

Gaiba‟s municipality has the right to use every single work during cultural manifestations or other 

events. In this case, the work‟s source will be mentioned, in accordance to the privacy‟s law. 

 

11 - Gaiba‟s Municipality declines any responsibility for damages to the short films during their 

carriage.  

 

12 - The list of those men and women, who participate at the Jury, will be publish at the conclusion 

of the ceremony.  

 

13 - The Jury will publish the following merits: 

o Best fictional film 

o Best scientific film 

 

14 - The Jury will publish the winners„names in the Comune di Gaiba‟s website from 30
th

 March 

2012. Every participant will be invited at the prize giving‟s ceremony and at the MUSEF‟s opening, 

on April 2012. 

 

15 - The three winners‟ prices consist in a plaque with a mention and a TV presentation reported by 

TELESTENSE. In addition, a trilogy from the author Giovanni Mongini.  

 

16 - Anyone can participate to the entire celebration, knowing that eventual costs are at one‟s own 

expense. 

 

17 - The participation to the contest requires the acceptation of these regulations that this article 

presents. 


